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Problem: Showerhead life-span is commonly  reduced by performance degradation or part failure.
Failing showerheads add to landfill mass and increase resource consumption in the manufacture of replacement showerheads.

Market research: An observation of the current showerhead market showed a plethora of complex, feature-rich showerheads in the $10 to $60 range.
Simpler forms, cleaner aesthetics and more durable material choices were only present in higher price ranges.

Flex :
Flexible low-maintenance 
showerhead

Course :
Consumer Product Design 1
Junior Year

Assignment :
Design a product for the consumer 
housewares market

Project Term :
Five weeks

Problem :
Showerhead lifespan is commonly 
reduced due to mineral clogging 
and seal deterioration at joints

Objective :
Design a showerhead with a mini-
mal number of parts, joints and 
seals

Reverse engineering: Analysis of a simple, low-end showerhead revealed an overly complex assembly consisting of 20 parts, and many opportunities for 
product failure.



Ideation: I developed a concept for a flexible showerhead with a single-piece rubber housing and a plastic pipe fitting.
Preferably, recycled plastcs and rubbers would be used in its manufacture.
Sketching on paper, I focused on form development and feature-set including mounting options and the inclusion of a shut-off switch.

Eco-analysis: The example showerhead’s environmental impact was then measured using Eco-IT software.
Over 99% of the showerhead’s detrimental impact on the environment occurs during its production stage.
These results made clear the sustainability improvement opportunities 



Concept: Flex’s rubber skin replaces a traditional showerhead housing, allowing the shower’s spray to be infinitely directed and focused.
Water flows through a matrix of plastic ball-and-socket joints that act as a skeleton, holding the showerhead in any position.

Concept: Flex’s rubber skin replaces a traditional showerhead housing, allowing the shower’s spray to be infinitely directed and focused.
Water flows through a matrix of plastic ball-and-socket joints that act as a skeleton, holding the showerhead in any position.
A plastic switch with rubber overmold can be slid forward to restrict water-flow, serving as a temporary shut-off to reduce water consumption.
Manufacturing complications necessitated that I remove this feature from the final concept.

Mock-ups: I built foam mock-ups to check proper sizing, make form refinements and communicate the concept.

Skeleton: Flex’s flexibility is afforded by the skeletal matrix of plastic ball-and-socket joints.
These can be infinitely positioned by hand to change the direction and breadth of the showerhead’s spray pattern.



Final design: The final form is simple and organic, reflecting its organic flexibility and the smooth forms of water-worn pebbles.
Flex’s unique form, function and feel provide significant differentiation from competitors’ products.

Exploded View: Flex’s simple design consists of only three distinct parts, however they require several-part molds and special manufacturing processes.
The recycled plastic vertebrae and fitting are assembled, most likely by hand.
Gas-assisted injection molding would then be used to cast a rubber casing around the skeletal assembly, leaving a void for water-flow.
A secondary cutting operation would be needed to open the spray nozzles.

Skeletal Vertebrae
(Recycled HDPE)

Pipe Fitting
(Recycled HDPE)

Flexible Casing
(Silicone/rubber product)



Problem: Changing lighting needs are most adequately met by installed track or spot lighting.
There are few stand-alone lamps on the market that can meet that kind of adaptability without the cost and installation.

Ideation: Sketching explored concepts that could be highly adaptable and variable.
Features such as articulation, mobility, and multiplicity were explored.

Vio :
Semi-portable spot lighting

Course :
Consumer Product Design 2
Junior Year

Assignment :
Design and build a lamp using 
supplied parts including halogen 
bulb, socket, switch and transformer

Project Term :
Five weeks

Problem :
Standard task lighting confines 
workable lighting to designated 
areas, and accomodating with extra 
ambient lighting causes unneces-
sarily high energy consumption

Objective :
Design a spot or task lamp that can 
be easily repositioned throughout a 
room as lighting needs change



Mockups: Working and non-working mockup exploration led form development into a new direction.
The housewares-based forms explored in sketches gave way to structures more inspired by architecture.

Refinement: Form, assembly and connection details were explored extensively with SolidWorks renderings.



Assembly: A halogen bulb and socket are housed within a removable shade unit.
Electrical wiring is carried through the shade to dual-functioning magnetic connections that affix the shade while drawing power from the base.

Concept: Vio’s simple form affords it the adaptability to meet changing lighting needs.
Vio can be balanced, carried, hung from a doorknob or mounted on a wall or ceiling.



Rendering: Vio’s dynamic arc is accentuated in a SolidWorks rendering.

Model: A final working model was built using laminated birch plywood, steel wire, sterling silver accents, and a polypropylene shade.
The electrical components include a low-voltage halogen bulb and socket,  and a transformer with an integral rocker switch.



Ideation: Form explorations centered on ideas of modularity, negative space and playful modernism.

Lūmod :
Modular contract table lamp

Course :
CAD Applications 2
Junior Year

Assignment :
Design an incandescent table lamp 
based on certain parts and speci�-
cations, and create a model and 
control drawings using SolidWorks

Project Terms :
Three weeks, with an emphasis on 
accurate 3D modeling and technical 
drawing package creation

Objective :
Design a modular lamp that can be 
combined in multiples appropriate 
for the contract furniture market

Concept rendering: A SolidWorks rendering demonstrates Lūmod’s modular capabilities.
The reversed assembly is created by assembling the lamp using an included shorter base unit and with the main body �ipped 180°.



Control drawing: A control drawing package was created using SolidWorks to communicate Lūmod’s overall size, shape and construction.

Assembly: A SolidWorks exploded rendering was created to communicate the lamp’s construction. 
Lūmod’s main body is molded of tinted glass. The base and shaft are machined aluminum.
The lamp shade is a�xed by a SS nut, allowing it to be cantilevered over the body.



Problem: Children living with blindness or impaired vision face severe challenges growing up in our vision-dependent society.
Play is an important learning tool, and visually impaired children have difficulty with many of the toys and games enjoyed by their peers.

Specific concerns: I researched the development needs of normal-vision, low-vision and blind children.
Nearly all of the milestones in normal child development correlate to concerns requiring special care in the case of visually impaired kids.

Market research: I compared the current learning-toy market to the development concerns outlined above.
The concern left most unsatisfied was the development of spatial coordination, or the ability to interact with the environment.

Smartweels :
Universally accessible 
remote-controlled toy

Course :
Graphic Visualization 3
Sophomore Year

Assignment :
Research a target market or prob-
lem, and develop a suitable product 
to be communicated in a verbal and 
visual multimedia presentation

Project Terms :
Ten weeks, with a focus on the 
presentation package

Problem :
In our vision-dependent society, 
children living with vision impair-
ments face special development 
problems

Objective :
Design a toy to help the develop-
ment  of audio-spatial coordination 
in visually impaired children, while 
maintaing retail value within the 
children’s toy market

Development Needs

Language Development
Receptive language
Expressive language
Speech

Communication
Blind children are at risk for speech delays
and often mimic sounds without understanding

Environment
Orientation and mobility: Society depends on visual cues
Sports and recreational activities pose hazards

Motor Skills
Body awareness and control
Fine and gross motor skills
Grace coordination

Spatial Coordination
Environmental exploration,
awareness and interaction

Development Needs

Development Concerns
with Blind Children

Motor Skills
Body awareness and control
Fine and gross motor skills
Grace coordination

Spatial Coordination
Environmental exploration,
 awareness and interaction

Language Development
Receptive language
Expressive language
Speech

Communication
Blind children are at risk for speech delays
Blind children often mimic sounds without
 understanding their meaning

Environment
Orientation and mobility: Society depends on visual cues
Sports and recreational activities pose hazards



Ideation: Sketching focused on developing a range of concepts addressing several of the developmental concerns outlined in the research stage.
I evaulated my concepts on these concerns while also considering market differentiation.

Form development: Addressing the spatial coordination development concern, I created storyboards to communicate the project’s direction.
My concept was a universally accessible remote-controlled vehicle that would develop spatial coordination through safe exploration.
It would be completely unrieliant on visual cues and be equipped with sensors and speakers to provide audio feedback.

Motor Skills

Language Development

Spatial Coordination



Color studies: High-contrast color schemes were developed in order to utilize residual vision in users.
90% of the visually impaired have some residual vision.

Form development: Form concepts needed to be tactile, friendly and appropriate for blind, visually-impaired and normal-vision children.
It was necessary for the product to have appeal also to normal-vision adults who would be making the purchase for the children.



Final product: The final form is soft, tactile, durable and also symmetrical, resulting in no need to correctly orient the device.
The toy’s speed and direction are controlled by a remote handheld device with two dials, each of the controller’s dials acting as an indepen-
dent throttle for one of the vehicles’ two sides. 
The controller’s function is made intuitive through the use of natural mapping and both visual and tactile cues.

Assembly: This exploded view, drawn in Illustrator, shows an overview of the Smartweel’s components.
The device is comprised of three main sections: two identical wheel hubs and a central speaker and antenna unit.
The antenna is covered in a durable rubber cover that provides tactile interaction and adds character to the simple form.
A gyroscope and servo motor keep the antenna and speaker upright.
Light and impact sensors detect incoming objects and collisions that a voice-acted character responds to.



Research: Remnants of the turn-of-the century subway system in Rochester, NY are popular shelter for the homeless.
Explorations of “the Tunnel” and an interview of one of its occupants offered some insight into one demographic of urban homeless.

Inspiration: R. Buckminster Fuller’s concepts of dymaxion and tensegrity structures were used as a basis for developing a lightweight, yet strong structure.

Problem: For the multitudes of homeless and refugees globally, being homeless means more than living with an unmet basic need for shelter.     
It means living without the safety, security and social benefits offered by having a true home.

Trimaxion :
Modular structural system

Course :
Equipment Design
Junior Year

Assignment :
Design a nomadic shelter for any 
homeless demographic, and test
a prototype for effectiveness in 
winter weather

Project Term :
Seven weeks, with prototype 
testing at week five

Problem :
100 million people are homeless 
globally, with 3.5 million in this 
country alone, and few shelter 
options offer more than a tempo-
rary solution

Objective :
Design a shelter of simple construc-
tion and affordable materials that 
can be used towards developing a 
more permanent home



Refinement: Material options, construction and hardware details were explored by sketching.
Material choices were based on the ability to be reused in constructing a more permanent shelter. 

Form development: Form exploration was done predominantly through the use of magnetic building toys and foam-core mockups.
Combinations of hexagons and triangles of varying sizes and configurations were experimented with.
The final configuration is comprised of consistently-sized equilateral triangles, maximizing variability, volume and material economy.



Assembly: Trimaxion was designed for quick and simple assembly by a single person.

Anthropometrics: Crucial to this project, anthropometric data was gleaned from Henry Dreyfuss’s Measure of Man and Woman.
This was used in determining the smallest panel size possible, in order to keep material consumption to a minimum.

Prototype: A prototype was tested overnight in inclement winter weather, with temperatures reaching 15 degrees Farenheit. 
Insight garnered, such as necessary modifications to ground cover treatment, were taken into consideration with the final design. 
The prototype was constructed wth 1/2” DOW Styrofoam panels, insulated plastic strips as living hinges, and duct tape for assembly and sealing. 

1 2 3 4



Concept: Trimaxion can be shipped flat with minimal components, then modified with locally available materials as needed.
The modular design allows the components of two single units to be combined into a small room suitable for sleeping two people.
Multiple units can be combined to create a multiple person dwelling.
Eventually, the styrofoam can be used to insulate a more permanent home, and the PET hinges can be recycled into flooring or roofing.

Exploded view: Trimaxion is made of readily available construction materials, with the living hinge being the only specially-made part.
The hinge is made of recycled HDPE and is manufacturing using extrusion molding to keep the cost down.
A tarp, plastic sheeting, canvas or other fabric or sheet material can be used as a ground cover, dependent on availability and climate.

1” thick extruded-polystyrene (styrofoam) panels (x9)

Clear sheeting rain seal (PET, polyvinyl or comperable)

Tarp, plastic sheeting or fabric ground cloth

Natural or synthetic tension cord

Recycled HDPE extrusion-molded living hinge (x14)
    (9 full, 5 cut lengthwise)



First-hand research: Assigned the task of designing interactive science exhibitions, we went as a class to children’s museums in Rochester, NY.
We observed children at play and spoke to exhibit design professionals, garnering insight into both the exhibit design process and 
what makes a successful exhibit.

Ideation: I brainstormed possible science exhibition topics including scientific phenomena, explanations of how familiar machines work and other topics, 
and was drawn towards explaining systems and cycles, such as the circle of life and the natural water cycle.
Using the latter as a starting point, I sketched concepts for various water-themed exhibits, including evaporation and condensation, water 
consumption, hydrodynamics and water quality.

Global Conveyor Belt :
Interactive science exhibit

Course :
Exhibit Design
Senior Year

Assignment :
Design an interactive exhibit and 
exhibition for a science museum  

Assignment :
Children ages 7 to 12

Project Terms :
Ten weeks, with exhibition and 
exhibit presentations at weeks 
three, six and eleven

Objective :
Design an exhibition discussing 
water-related phenomenon and an 
interactive exhibit about the Global 
Conveyor Belt

Collaborators :
Shaw Furukawa,  Shannon Buono, 
Eric Zelbacher, Dan Levy, Leah 
Vigneau

Collaboration :
After an initial individual exhibition 
design and presentation,  groups 
were formed to develop exhibition 
concepts while exhibits were 
developed individually

Global Conveyor Belt



Preliminary exhibition: A SketchUp mock-up was created to combine several exhibit concepts into a unified exhibition on the theme of water.
This concept was then presented to the class, professor and a visiting exhibit professional during the third week.

Third week presentation: An animated walk-through was created, along with supplemental printed posters, to accompany a verbal presentation.
The goal of this round of presentations was to gain support for my exhibition concept and assemble a team to develop it.
My concept was selected as one of five exhibition concepts to be developed as group projects.



Group exhibition concept: A group was formed to develop the water exhibition concept. We brainstormed as a group, discussing the possibilities of water 
as a topic, and decided to explore other possibilities that might yield a more unified exhibition concept. We eventually settled on 
an ocean-themed exhibition. The individual exhibit topics would be done independently and I chose to focus on ocean currents.

Ideation: Exhibit concepts on the topic of ocean currents were explored in round after round of hand sketches. I was attempting to strike a balance between 
teaching the fundamental hydrodynamics of ocean currents while also creating an exhibit that fostered open-ended interactive exploration.

Global Conveyor Belt



Form development: My concept was taking shape as a computer simulation that allowed users to alter ocean currents by implementing localized tempera-
ture changes. The computer interactive would be balanced by a three-dimensional display and physical, hands-on inputting. I started to 
think about how the surrounding space could be involved into the exhibit.

Form visualization: As I pinpointed the exhibit topic and interactive elements, I explored possible layouts using SketchUp and SolidWorks.
The exhibit’s form began to take shape as a conceptual model of its topic, the Global Conveyor Belt.



Global Conveyor Belt Exhibit:  The Global Conveyor Belt Exhibit is composed of several sub-stations, all united by a structural skeleton.
The exhibit introduces the Global Conveyor Belt and explains its significance, then outline its major causal factors.
The complicated subject matter is made more accessible by dividing it into individual lessons at each sub-station.
The central globe station brings the subject matter back together to solidify the learning.

Water Circulation learning station: The exhibit is divided into focused-learning sub-stations that discuss the causal factors and importance of the GCB.
The water circulation learning station is an interactive that allows users to effect water circulation in a close tank.
Thermoelectric modules allow the water to be heated or cooled on either side of the tank.
Causing a temperature imbalance creates a current, made visible by suspended HDPE pellets.

Global Conveyor Belt

1    Existence and Importance of the GCB
          Oceans in Motion (Intro to the GCB)
          Around the World in 730,000 Days (GCB Importance)
2    Global Climate Change and the GCB
          Global Climate Change (Impact on Oceans)
          A Fragile Balance (Future of the GCB)
          Global Warming (A Real Concern)
3    The Coriolis Force’s Impact on the GCB
          Coriolis E�ect (Rotating Frame of Reference)
          Coriolis and Ocean Currents (And Wind Currents)
4    Water Density Circulation and the GCB
          Moving Water with Heat (Water Density Circulation)
          Floating Water / Sinking Water (Density Changes)

1
3

4

2



Global climate change interactive: An animated globe shows the path of the global conveyor belt, overlayed above a thermal map of the ocean.
Turning a dial institutes a temperature increase by integers, causing a resultant change in the thermal map and current.
The path of the current changes course to show the effectof a global temperature increase.
The informational panels explain how the causes, likelihood and importance of such an event.

Technology: The interactive animation is displayed on the globe via a computer-controlled rotating LED array.
This technology allows for high resolution live displays on cylindrical or spherical surfaces.

Animation sequence: I created an animation depicting the interaction. As the temperature dial is increased, the path of the Global Conveyor Belt shifts 
course. Melting glaciers dump cold, fresh water into the Atlantic Ocean, causing a thermal gradient reversal and the potential for the 
Global Conveyor Belt to shut down completely.



Human factors diagram: Using anthropometric data from Henry Dreyfuss’s Measure of Man and Woman and Jack Kennedy’s exhibit useability guidelines, I 
attempted to make my exhibit as universally accessible as possible. I developed a breakdown of the relevant specifications and 
created a high-contrast display template, then shared both with my group members.

Human factors mock-ups: Controls were sized and positioned to according to useability guidelines, and text size and color were chosen for high readability 
in a dark museum environment. These specifications were then tested by creating full-scale mock-ups and observing people as 
they interacted with them.

Global Conveyor Belt



Structural prototypes: My exhibit employed an unconventional structure that relied on simultaneous suspension, tension and compression.
I built scaled prototypes to test and prove its strength.

Exploded view : My exhibit’s structure relies on tensile cables and spacers for its strength.
Plywood panels serve as structural elements, as well as signage and informational displays.
All other panels substitute MDF for plywood in order to lighten the load and reduce costs.
The secondary exhibit stations are also incorporated into structural plywood panels.
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1     Painted birch plywood structural panels
2     Painted MDF panels
3     Painted flexible plywood (wacky wood) base-board
4     Painted and screen-printed birch plywood info panel
5     3’ Acrylic globe
6     Custom spinning LED array display
7     Laminated luan plywood
8     4” D Chromed steel control dial
9     Plywood supporting ring
10    Plastic cylinder support
11    Plywood floor
12    Painted birch plywood and MDF panels
13    Painted flexible plywood (wacky wood) base-board
14    Earth globe with Global Conveyor Belt map
15    Brass dowel axis
16    Rubber edging
17    4” D Metal control dial
18    Plywood supporting ring
19    Pine 2x4 frame
20   Thermoelectric heating/cooling units
21   Copper thermal-conductive plates
22   Plexiglass tank sides
23   Extruded aluminum frame
24   4” D Chromed steel control dials
25   Clear PVC/Acrylic pipe spacers
26   Tensile cable and tensioning system
27   Bent extruded aluminum rod
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Structural details: Two dual tension systems provide cross-bracing structural support.
Accessible turnbuckles enable tension adjustments in case of surplus stress or slack.
During installation, panels are set up and spacers put in place., then the cables are routed through the spacers and connected
Once all pieces are in place, the turnbuckles are alternately tightened until adequately taut.

Environment rendering: My own concept for the oceans exhibition relied on lighting and transparency to create a sense of submersion.
Visitors would have their senses further immersed in the ocean environment by soft background sounds of waves, whale calls and 
other ocean recordings, and projected video loops of water flowing and waves crashing.

Global Conveyor Belt



Scale model: We built models of our exhibits at 1:24 scale and united them into an overall exhibition.
I constructed my exhibit model using printed paper over styrene, wire and clear tubing.

Ocean Explorers exhibition: The group exhibition was titled Ocean Explorers and heavily themed to create an underwater experience.
Individual exhibits included See Under the Sea, Tsunami!, Water Pressure, Sonar, Island Creation, and The Global Conveyor Belt.



Structural design: Based on an illustrator’s hand-rendering, I designed the structure of signage for Proctor’s Theatre’s annual Christmas show.
The sign would be suspended from above the stage, and included a rotating mechanism to alternate between three messages.
Major considerations included striking a balance between maximal letter-size and depth necessary to ensure rafter clearance.

Construction schematics: Adirondack’ Scenic’s Rental Department required shorter versions of their staging parallels.
Working from the desired platform heights, I redesigned the parallels and generated construction schematics using AutoCAD.

Adirondack Scenic, Inc :
Scenic and set design and 
construction

Position :
Design internship

Duration :
Full-time: Summer 2004
Part-time: November - January 2005

Projects :
Tennessee Aquarium renovation:
   AutoCAD blueprint revisions

GE annual shareholder’s meeting:
   AutoCAD floorplan

Faquhuar Museum:
   Printed bid presentation

Foxwoods Casino scenery:
   Interior facade element design

Adirondack Scenic Rental Dep’t:
   Staging support redesign and
   construction drawings

Proctor’s Theatre Holiday Show:
   Structural design and
   construction drawings for 
   suspended stage element



Scenic element: I designed an organic tree motif to coincide with the “Treehouse Arcade” theme.
It would be routed out of plastic and painted to look like black wrought iron-work.
The design was drawn as an AutoCAD path with radius considerations to be manufactured using a CNC router.

Interior facade element: Adirondack Scenic had created a number of faux facades within Foxwoods Casino and Resort, including the Tree House Arcade.
The casino submitted a change-order to dress up a specific section of the facade that was lacking.
I was asked to design an element to fill in the panels and add more character to the plain “brownstone” facade.
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